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Art collectors, both newcomers and the seasoned, often overlook this specific pitfall when selling
their art, and it can take a lifetime to overcome.
How often have you seen in the news about the failure of a
piece of artwork to reach its reserve price at auction houses?
Almost never, at least in the mainstream news, but it does
happen. It’s the opposite of how the media usually functions; we
all know that bad news sells, but not when it comes to the art
world. Only the successes hit the headlines, but if you fail to sell
a piece, it will be tainted for many years. If you sell for a meagre
amount, you have to live with the result.

The best way to avoid such a situation is to engage the advice
of an independent expert. A report from such an agent can be
the saving grace for a seller wanting to market their piece at the
right price.

JTC PRIVATE OFFICE’S VICTORIA BLACKBURN SPOKE TO CHARLES COCHRANE OF
COCHRANE ADAMS FINE ART AGENTS:
WHAT SHOULD YOU CONSIDER WHEN SELLING A PIECE
IN ORDER TO OBTAIN THE BEST POSSIBLE PRICE?
Firstly a seller should establish a target price for their artwork and
consider how they can get this with as little risk as possible. This
includes deciding whether to go to auction or private market.
The private market can add a significant premium to the price at
auction and involves less risk, however it is difficult to approach
without representation.
One drawback of auction is that estimates are usually set low
to attract bidding, but this strategy carries the risk of the piece
selling low. Another drawback is that failure to sell is publicly
recorded, which can then leave a question mark over the artwork
for many years.
In some cases however, auction can be the best way to sell a piece.
In the right circumstances, an auction price can actually exceed
the private market.

Provided the independent art advisor is expert as well as
independent, I would suggest that only an agent can report on the
above for a seller who needs this information before approaching
the market.
WH AT H AP P E N S TO A P IE CE TH AT FAIL S TO SELL AT
AUCTION ?
Artwork that is fresh to the market has a special quality. If it fails
to sell at auction, a public question mark appears over it as to
why, and this quality is lost. The next auction sale might be in
six months or a year. If the artwork is re-offered at auction then
the estimates are often halved. Seeking a private sale might be
possible, but at a significant discount to original expectations. If
the owner waits, the Post War and Contemporary market is more
forgiving of when you can re-offer as a fresh work than the Old
Master market, which might still expect a generation.
A private offering protects a seller from much of the above.
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IS IT B ET T ER T O S ELL A P I E C E P R I V A T E L Y I F T H E RE ARE
FE ARS I T M AY NO T R E A C H T H E A SK I N G P RI C E A T A
C LAS S I C A U CT I O N S A L E ?

I see the private market as less affected by the pandemic, and I
think it will play an even bigger part in the overall market as the
international auction houses focus on particular areas.

This is one of the big questions. Provided it is possible to
demonstrate why an artwork will achieve a better price privately
(and with much less risk), the question for an owner is why go to
auction. However, auctions can out-perform the private market
for the right work or works.

WH AT GE N E RAL AD VICE WOUL D YOU GIVE TO PEOPLE
WH O ARE IN TE RE S TE D IN B UIL D IN G UP A CO LLEC TION
B UT ARE RE L ATIVE L Y N E W TO TH E ART WORLD?

DO Y O U T HI NK CO V I D H A S C H A N G E D T H E W A Y
PEOPLE B U Y A ND S EL L A RT ? W I L L T H E O N L I N E A SP E CT
OF S AL ES CO NT I NU E T O A P P E A L ?
I think Covid accelerated many trends at auction, such as the
drive to fine art from the 20th/21st Centuries. Having said that,
the online platform suits some artists and their works better
than others - online only sales have been a feature of print/
multiple sales for many years. Auction is divided into online only
sales (usually for lesser works) and live sales, which have a short
marketing period and then a sale, as was always the case in a preCovid auction, but with much longer marketing periods.

A new buyer needs to know what art they like or don’t like and why.
It is easy to mix business with pleasure and end up relying on a
personal connection for the all-important questions: “is this a
good work?” and “what’s it worth?”
It’s tempting for a new buyer to just get started, whereas often it’s
more sensible to wait, ask questions and build trust with someone.
Whether trustees are involved or not, I would stress the need for
due diligence - art can be much more fully understood than many
buyers think. I would suggest getting independent advice before
buying, even if you know what you like.

I would be surprised if auction moves far from the online
platform given the expense of setting it up, although I hope
viewing becomes a bigger part of all sales - art is after all a visual
process and online images only go so far, particularly for three
dimensional works.
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Luxembourg VI C TOR I A BL AC KBURN
Senior Manager - JTC Private Office
T: +352 2717 2836
E: victoria.blackburn@jtcgroup.com

Senior Manager of JTC Private Office, Victoria Blackburn, has
extensive experience of servicing the needs of UHNWIs and their
families and has looked after families both with and without
corporate structures owning a variety of assets including global
property portfolios, artwork, classic cars, aircraft and large
investment portfolios including substantial private equity positions.

ABOUT JTC
JTC is a publicly listed, global professional services
business with deep expertise in fund, corporate and
private client services.
Every JTC person is an owner of the business and this
fundamental part of our culture aligns us with the
best interests of all of our stakeholders.
Our purpose is to maximise potential and our success
is built on service excellence, long-term relationships
and technology capabilities that drive efficiency and
add value.
We value shared ownership
We operate around the principle that if our people have a stake
in the business, they will do a better job for our clients.
We value relationships
We aim to work with clients who share our belief in the
importance of building strong relationships over time.

London C H ARL E S C OC H R ANE
Founder - Cochrane Adams Fine Art Agents
T: +44 203 095 5120
E: charles@cochrane-adams.com

We invest in our people
Over 85% of our employees hold a relevant professional
qualification or are working towards this through our dedicated
JTC Academy.
We embrace technology

Charles Cochrane is the founder of Cochrane Adams Fine Art
Agents. The firm advises and acts as agents for owners and
collectors of all forms of fine and decorative art, as well as for
their trustees, fiduciaries, family offices and professional advisers.
It provides impartial, independent and expert advice when selling
and buying works of art, and on all aspects of management and
planning relating to it. Charles is a qualified solicitor and has been
an art agent for nearly fifteen years.

We operate a variety of best-in-class systems to deliver and
maintain an impeccable standard of administration and use
technology to innovate in both service delivery and efficiency.
E N VIRON M E N TAL , S OCIAL AN D GOVE RN AN CE (ESG)
Our environmental, social and governance (ESG) framework
has at its heart our culture of shared ownership and is informed
by our purpose, which is to help maximise the potential of
every client, colleague and partner with whom we work.
We believe that we will thrive as a business by working in a
sustainable way, operating within constantly evolving legal and
regulatory frameworks, respecting the natural environment and
creating a positive impact for the communities where we live
and work.
We understand the ESG risks and opportunities our clients face
and as a listed professional services business with expertise
across a wide range of sectors, geographies and asset classes,
we are ideally placed to support our clients with a range of
solutions that help them meet their own ESG commitments
and goals.
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JTC Group entities that carry on regulated business are (respectively): regulated by the British Virgin Islands Financial Services Commission; the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority; the Guernsey Financial Services Commission; the Jersey Financial Services
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